
Battle of the Badger State 

 

On December 2nd, at Kromrey Middle School in Middleton, WI there was an event that quietly changed 

the way tournaments are run in WI. It was the Battle of the Badger State put on by Infinity Martial Arts. 

Luke Palmer, Mike Welch, and Jeff Orlowski orchestrated an event that spun some new ideas in with a 

few old standbys and created an event that was something special.  

The Battle of the Badger State has been a staple of the WI Sport Karate circuit for years. But it has 

struggled to gain traction in any real way since it’s inception. It has been a good tournament with solid 

competitors but wasn’t pulling the numbers or being as successful as all promoters hope for. 

This year, however, was a different. With a few small changes, there was a massive facelift to the event 

overall. By updating to Uventex, running at a later date and integrating a Holiday Sale, Battle of Badger 

State was able to revitalize itself with great martial arts, wonderful customer service, and a family 

friendly atmosphere that welcomed all.  

The day started at 10:00. Kicking off the event with their customary energy and high-flying excellence 

members of Team Infinity – Noelle Jellison, Connor Chasteen, Will Nevitt, Hunter Orlowski, Alex Riggs 

and Cameron Hendrickson – did an exhibition match, vying not for medals or trophies, but for the 

crowd’s approval. Jeff Spridco, head instructor at Infinity Martial Arts Sun Prairie, was the head Judge for 

this event and used the “crowd-o-meter” to place each competitor. It was a close thing, with much 

cheering, a whole lot of great martial arts, and a tie, Will Nevitt was able to take the win with his 

customary grace and style.  

This launched the rest of the tournament. As soon as Team Infinity bowed out, the divisions started fast 

and furious. Big rings ran quickly and many of the center judges wore holiday themed sweaters, adding 

to the magic of the moment. Throughout the day members of Team Infinity as well as dozens of 

volunteers, helpers, and martial artists from all over the area, jumped in to help make this tournament 

the smoothest, and friendliest place possible.  

Because of its proximity to the holidays, there were some other touches throughout the day that really 

brought home the family centered focus. One of these was the Lil’ Shoppers Holiday Shop. It was 

specifically set up for kids to be able to shop for their parents on their own. No gift was over $3 and 

there were some helpers available to assist in wrapping, and maybe give a little advice. Kids took 

advantage of this and the Lil’ Shoppers Holiday Shop was a busy place during the whole event!  

There was also a surprise from none other than the big man himself. Santa made an appearance, giving 

high-fives, taking pictures, and altogether relishing his break from his North Pole workshop. But, after 

many photos and more than a few hugs, Santa had to head back to get ready for his big day. 

Even though the event was friendly and supportive, there was still a whole lot of great competition with 

a few super martial artists moving into the Grand Championship Rounds. Nicholas Senty of Infinity 

Martial Arts took the 11 and Under Weapons and Forms Grands with a great bo form, he’s been working 

hard, and all that work is starting to pay off. Lucas Lombana of Sharkey’s Karate Studio won the 12-17 

Underbelt Grands with a strong and clean kata, securing his first place and winning his first ever short 

sword. Going into the adult division, Brandon Schwartz of Silver Lining Tae Kwon Do took the 18+ 



Underbelt Grand-Champion with some rock solid technique and clean execution. Every underbelt 

competitor gave a great showing in some impressively large divisions and throughout the morning there 

was great martial arts everywhere you looked.  

The Black Belt Divisions ran with an intensity that was exhilarating to be around. Nolan Grunwald of 

Conquer Martial Arts took the 11 and Under CMXT and Weapons Grands with an impressively high 

energy routine for one so young. Samuel Mckinley of Infinity Martial Arts won the 12-17 Black Belt 

CMXT and Weapons Grands, wowing the crown and edging out over some tight competition. Going up 

into the Adults, Stephen Bratton of Sharkey’s Karate Studio took the 18-34 CMXT and Weapons division 

with a definitive traditional form, showcasing the power and precision required by traditional kata while 

Dan Reis of Reis’ Martial Arts claimed the 35+ Traditional Weapons and Forms Grand Champion with his 

customary excellence and great sense of humor.  

But, Battle of the Badger State wasn’t all about forms. There was some superb fighting throughout the 

afternoon. The 18-34 Black Belt Men’s division showcased some great, technical fighting. Close matches 

and a fair amount of trading points was the theme of the day, but one fighter was able to rise above the 

others. Alonzo Payne of National Karate took the 18-34 Black Belt Sparring division and then gave a clinic 

on clean and controlled techniques during his Grand Champion Round, claiming his win, and his sword. 

Sacha Viviano won the women’s 18-34 Black Belt Sparring Grands with a focused round, she was after 

her points and scored them with no hesitation.  

The Battle of the Badger State redefined itself this year. With a new registration system, a more family 

focused theme, and a few new ideas, the event was able to make a huge jump in quality and customer 

service, something all of us can appreciate. With a huge turnout and so many happy faces, it’s safe to 

say this year’s Battle of the Badger State was an unrivaled success.  

 

-Corey Holzman 

 

 


